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Covid-secure
guidelines

GREEN NEWS

THANK YOU NHS,
CARE AND ALL
KEY WORKERS.

SERVING BEESTON HILL, HUNSLET, H2010, LEEDS DOCK, AND THE CITY CENTRE ‘RIVERSIDE’ COMMUNITIES

SEASON’S
GREETINGS
(AND LET’S SAVE THE
LEEDS ECONOMY)

HOW ARE
YOU?
As Covid-19 grinds on, many of us
are struggling. And this winter – with
lessening government support, rising
unemployment, and rubbish weather
(probably) – could be worse still.
So it’s more critical than ever we work
together, and support one another through
this. Each day, we can play our part.
Look out for our neighbours. Share with
those in need. Talk with one another. Small
acts like these make a huge difference.
We might even come out of this pandemic
better-connected and stronger than before.

What a year. We all hoped we’d
be done with Covid-19 by now
– but it’s not worked out like
that.

protect the NHS. The Covid rate
in our ward is one of the lowest
in Leeds: we’re doing something
right.

Vaccines are now emerging, but
we’re likely to feel the economic
impacts for months or years to
come.

And there’s something else we
can all do. Ed is working closely
with the team behind the new
#BuyLeeds campaign – urging
everyone to support local
independent businesses, with their
purchases this Christmas and
beyond.

Huge thanks to everyone who’s
pulled together so amazingly this
year, to limit the spread of the
virus, keep each other safe, and

(Continued on page 2.)

And we – your local Green Party – remain
100% active and available for you. Please
be in touch anytime, for support or advice,
or to work with us to make things better
here.
(Continued on page 2.)

KEEP SAFE
WASH YOUR HANDS
COVER YOUR FACE
MAKE SPACE

HUNGRY FOR CHANGE
Huge thanks and credit to all the
local people, businesses, and
organisations who’ve stepped
up this year to try and make
sure no-one goes hungry in our
communities.
Especially during lockdown, and
against the backdrop of the recent
‘holiday hunger’ campaigns, a lot
of different people have worked
together: an immense team effort.
As ever, we were happy to play our
part. Ed and the team have particularly
been working with others – for over

10 years – to divert ‘waste’ food
(unwanted by the shops, and due to
be binned) into the local community.
As well as freebie initiatives, two
local projects to look out for are
these: Food Revival (foodrevival.
co.uk) – in partnership with Ed,
and Rowland Road Social Club –
deliver weekly boxes of ‘waste’ food
to Beeston Hill; and the Real Junk
Food Project (trjfp.com), set up
and run by a guy from Hunslet) now
have a major base in Stourton, and
are also offering weekly food boxes.
They’re also setting up a big edible

community garden, and composting
project – and are shortly opening an
outlet at the LS-Ten skatepark, off
Hunslet Road.

very real needs in our community.
Whatever challenges are thrown
our way, we can rise above them
together. Get in touch anytime to help
Ed says: “As ever, it’s a privilege to out, or if you need support.”
work with great people, to meet the

HOW ARE YOU?
(Continued from page 1)

locally, typically generate more
Small independent businesses better jobs, pay more tax, help build
are bearing the brunt of this a stronger and more vibrant local
economy, are greener, and more.

economic downturn – but if we all
spend our hard-earnt cash with Check out #BuyLeeds on social
media, or at supportyourlocalindie.
them, it makes such an impact.
co.uk, for listings and much more –
Independent businesses invest more many thanks.

For anyone struggling with the impact of the ongoing Covid-19
pandemic, help is at hand. If you need support, key contacts include:
Leeds City Council coronavirus helpline (including emergency food
parcels): call 0113 868 9832
mental health support: call 0800 183 0558 or visit mindwell-leeds.org.uk
Samaritans: call 116 123, or visit samaritans.org
or contact us (your local Green Party) anytime.

CYCLING AND RECYCLING
IN ACTION
One positive this year has been
the surging interest in cycling –
and a major project for Ed and the
team has been the Big Bike Fix.

(University Technical College, on
Hunslet Road), and are looking to
develop the project across the city for
2021.

Ed says: “Huge thanks to everyone
who’s made this such a success – and
it’s fantastic seeing so many people
getting into cycling. It’s definitely not
We’re also developing partnerships too late to get involved: get in touch
with local bodies including UTC anytime.”
We’ve worked with scores of
volunteers to fix up over 450 bikes
since June, with over 350 then
donated back into the community.

2020: IN REVIEW
WHAT ED AND THE GREEN TEAM HAVE DONE LAST YEAR
JANUARY

For most people, 2020 has been a difficult year.

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

Despite all of the challenges that 2020 has
brought, the Green Team and I have been busy all
year trying to fix your issues and make our area a
better place to live.

Ed and the team work year-round
with residents on housing issues,
with advocacy, and hand-on
support.

Please feel free to contact me about any of the
issues raised or if there is anything you think I
should be working on.

The start of the year saw us especially
working with several households
to get them dehumidifiers, to battle
against chronic damp (they worked a
treat).

FEBRUARY

TREES FOR LIFE
Ed and the Greens have a long
track-record campaigning for
clean air, and taking practical
action to protect and improve
local green spaces.

REUSE AND REPAIR

Last winter saw us working with
several fantastic residents groups
and charities to plant 1,000s of trees
around Hunslet and Hunslet Moor:
huge thanks to all those involved.

LIFE OF
PETS

Pets are hugely important
members of our community. But
we also know only too well the
challenges of looking after them,
especially when times get tough –
and the tragedies that can unfold.
We’ve worked with several local
households this year to find new
homes for unwanted pets and strays
– and also identify where people
seem unable to care for their pets,
and taking action to find solutions in
those cases.
Many thanks to all those who have
supported us with this work, special
mention to the fantastic Henry’s
Haven Cat Rescue, and be in touch
if you could work with us on local
animal welfare projects.

More and more of us are getting
back into repair and reuse –
and the ‘throwaway culture’ is
perhaps now losing ground.

strength to strength – and in
February featured a major event at
Kirkgate Market.

To find out more (new volunteers
Ed helped set up Leeds Repair Cafe always welcome, in particular), look
in 2016: a project for people to work for Leeds Repair Cafe on social
with skilled volunteer to fix their media, or get in touch.
broken household items.
Also check out the growing ‘Right
This popular project (part of the to Repair’ campaign, obliging
international Repair Cafe movement: manufacturers to make their
repaircafe.org) is going from products more easily fixable.

MARCH

REMEMBERING
HALABJA...
Ed worked closely with Rebwar
Sharazure and local members of
the Kurdish House Leeds (KHL)*
community association, to create
a permanent memorial to mark
the 1988 Halabja massacre, in
Park Square in town.

the Lord Mayor.

… AND DISCOVERING
BALOCHISTAN
Also in early spring, Ed was
honoured to support the local and
national Baloch community with
their annual Culture Day national
gathering, and speak at the event.

The 1988 massacre – carried out
by Saddam Hussein, on the Kurdish
minority inside Iraq – killed 1,000s,
and is the biggest chemical weapon
attack in history.
The Baloch people – not unlike the
(*KHL are also known for their
A plaque and memorial tree were tireless local litter-picking!)
unveiled, at a moving event featuring
SUPPORTING

APRIL

Kurds – are a dispossessed minority,
originating from contested land on
the borders of Iran, Pakistan, and
Afghanistan.

CARE WORKERS

THROUGH THE COVID CRISIS

TRAVELLING IN THE RIGHT
DIRECTION
Roadside traveller encampments
continue to have an impact on the
local area, sometimes (although
by no means always) generating (leedsgate.co.uk), to build dialogue,
unwelcome rubbish and anti- and develop innovative solutions that
social behaviour.
serve everyone.
We’re talking with residents, and Get in touch to get involved or find out
good organisations like Leeds GATE more.

KEEPING THE COMMUNITY CONNECTED IN
LOCKDOWN
Ed supported locally-based
charities Leeds Citizens and
Re:Establish to plan and distribute
1,000s of activity packs amongst
local families between April and
July – to relieve the boredom and
stress of being stuck at home.
He also helped South Leeds Live at
Home with their VE Day afternoon tea
hampers giveaway in the summer.

Huge thanks again to all the
local NHS, care, and other key
workers for their tireless work
and commitment this year.

workers, in schools, and elsewhere.

We were also working to amplify the
campaigns of these key workers, for
wider demands around better pay,
The PPE (Personal Protective voice, and support.
Equipment) crisis gravely affected Ed comments: “Local care and health
many of them – and we were happy workers play such a crucial role in
to play our part making it right.
our communities, but don’t get the
In partnership with amazing local support or reward they deserve. The
individuals and organisations, we Thursday night clapping was nice,
helped collect 100s of visors and but we need to reset the system, and
face masks, and distribute these for create positive long-term change.”
free amongst local care and health

JUNE

COMPUTER SAYS YES
Internet access is now more
important than ever, to keep
everyone connected.
So we’re supporting great people
at Swarthmore Education Centre,
the Tech Ladder, Digital Access West
Yorkshire, and elsewhere – to enable
everyone to get the computers, data,
and skills they need to get online.

WASTE NOT WANT NOT
(PART 2)

JULY

WASTE NOT WANT NOT
(PART 1)
We got involved again this year
with the ‘Leave Leeds Tidy’
campaign, which gets unwanted
homeware off students, and sends
it into communities for residents
to have for free.

Get in touch to donate or to get
Ed coordinated the ‘Free Shop’ in
involved.
Beeston, and helped with the other at
the Involve Centre in Hunslet. Huge
thanks and credit to all involved.

HOLBECK VIADUCT

Our crusade against waste also saw
Ed and the team out year-round,
collecting unwanted furniture and
household items, and redistributing
them to people who needed them;
they’ve shifted 2.5 tons’ worth this
year.

AUGUST

BIN ARE A BIG DEAL

The long-term project to reopen
the majestic but derelict Holbeck
railway viaduct as a public space,
which Ed’s been co-leading since
2012, continues – slowly!
Find out more: holbeckviaduct.org.uk

FORGING A PATH IN HUNSLET
We’ve kept on this year at the
problem ginnel (pathway) between
the Penny Hill Centre carpark and
the Whitfields in Hunslet.
Many thanks to all the local residents
who we’ve worked with to keep it
tidy(ish); and also now Morrisons,
who we’re supporting to step up their At last, long-term plans are perhaps
local community activity there and now forming for that path: watch this
elsewhere.
space, or get in touch.

WHY THE AIRPORT EXPANSION MAKES NO SENSE
people when their bins annoyingly
weren’t emptied. We’re always
We’ve worked with residents
happy to do so – and also encourage
in neighbourhoods where large
people to check out the fast online
numbers were being left out on
‘Leeds Bin Collection’ reporting tool.
pavements, blocking the way for
people with limited mobility, and And for 2021, we’re keen to build
on conversations we’ve had with
scooters and pushchairs.
city centre residents, about better
Could all residents please do all
waste management in their blocks:
they can to keep pavements clear of
especially recycling, and maybe
bins? Thank you!
composting.
We’ve also supported plenty of

Bins remain a hot local topic!

The Labour-led City Council is at
last waking up to the realities and
responsibilities of climate change
– and starting to push schemes
and developments that the Greens
have long championed.
But they remain stuck in the past in
some key ways. In particular this year,
they’ve been doggedly supporting the
expansion of Leeds Bradford airport
– even though it would mean the city

far exceeding its carbon reduction
ambitions.
The Green Party in Leeds are helping
lead the campaign against the
expansion (galba.uk).
We’re making progress, but it hangs
in the balance. The Bristol Airport
expansion was rejected earlier this
year; we can and should do the same
here in Leeds.

WORKING FOR YOU ALL YEAR ROUND NOT JUST AT ELECTION TIME

SCHOOL UNIFORM BANKS –
CAN YOU HELP?

SEPTEMBER

A new campaign to develop
and support school uniform
exchanges or banks, coordinated
by our friends at zerowasteleeds.
org.uk, took off this year.

SAFE CYCLING
FOR ALL
We – alongside other Greens,
the Council, and organisations
like Sustrans – have continued
working on the development of
new cycling routes across the
area.

We’re not actually that keen on
main road cyclepaths. Instead,
we’re pushing for the development
of ‘Quiet Ways’: low-tech and lowcost cycling routes on back streets,
through the heart of our communities.

These enable people to donate or get
good-quality second-hand school
uniforms – and we’d love to see more
of them in south Leeds.
Could you help with uniform
donations, or with regular sessions

HS2: FULL STEAM AHEAD?
The government is pressing ahead
with a proposed HS2 high-speed
rail line from London to Leeds and
other cities.

BEFORE

One example being the resurfaced These will offer a cheaper, less
towpath
from
Hunslet
to disruptive, and safer way of
supporting cycling to take off locally.
Woodlesford.

HOMES FOR EVERYONE

OCTOBER

AFTER

It’s supported by all the big political
parties, except the Greens: why? We
love public transport, including rail –
but this is a terrible folly.
We need better connectivity across
the North: HS2 will just make the UK
more London-centred. It will actually
serve very few people. It won’t be
carbon neutral for 120 years. It’s
an outdated and rigid technology,
probably irrelevant before it’s even
finished.
There are many better ways we could
spend the £100bn, to create a proper
sustainable transport revolution,
locally and nationally.

There’s a growing homelessness
crisis in our city.
Ed’s been supporting several individuals
caught in it, organisations working with
them, and helping campaign for wider
public awareness.

for people to view and collect them?
Or if you or others are already on the
case, be in touch if you wish. Many
thanks!

FAITH IN ACTION

Many thanks to the Leeds Eritrean
Orthodox Church, for cutting back
To find out more, including how we can
or
financial
support.
all play our part to tackle this everyday
this monster hedgerow just off
tragedy, visit bigchangeleeds. And we all need to back campaigns Dewsbury Road.

co.uk or get in touch. Many local calling for the reinstatement of good- It was blocking a much-used path,
organisations
urgently
need quality community support for those but no-one seemed able to take it
donations of food, clothing, bedding, in need.
on – until the local church volunteers,
supported and arranged by Ed,
R
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B
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stepped up and sorted it.

HUNSLET UNITED

The second lockdown made for a
more behind-the-scenes month,
but we did squeeze in a handful of
socially-distant litter-picks...
And in partnership with Morrison’s
and local gardener Cathy, we took
the opportunity to transform this
overgrown and litter-filled planter
outside the Hunslet Post Office.

Keep up to date wih what Ed and the Green team are doing for
our area. Follow us at facebook.com/EdGreenLeeds

CLEARING THE AIRE
Ed’s helped clear up the River Aire
around Hunslet and the city centre
over many years – and is now
supporting the fab new Friends of
the Aire group.
This residents group aims to properly
look after that stretch of waterway;
find them on FB, or get in touch.

Residents say it’s already made an
impact – and we’d love to work with
as many locals as possible, to build
momentum.

ROLLING UP OUR SLEEVES
FOR THE CITY

Forthcoming dates are: Sundays
13th December, 10th January, and
14th February; all 1pm-3pm, meeting
at the paved junction of Lady Pit
Lane and Stratford Street.

Be in touch to find out more, or just
turn up; please bring face masks (and
gloves and litter-pickers if you have
Ed and the Greens have been to work with residents and agencies busy around the area, taking part in them), to help us be Covid-safe.
working with inspiring residents to see culprits prosecuted. With the dozens of (socially-distant!) litter- Ed says: “Could we all, everywhere,
right evidence, flytippers can easily picking sessions with others.
play our part by each (safely) simply
to tackle local litter and flytipping
face fines up to £10,000.
We’ve also launched a new initiative picking up one item of litter per day?

for nearly 20 years.

But often, we just have to roll up our for Beeston Hill: regular sessions, at If we all did so, we’d quickly find
Get in touch if you ever have info sleeves and make it right ourselves. least monthly, to try and turn the tide ourselves living in largely litter-free
about flytipping: we’re always keen And once again this year, we’ve been against littering and flytipping there. neighbourhoods: easy!”

MAKING
BINYARDS
BEAUTIFUL
The shared ‘binyards’ of Beeston many years to turn these yards, and
Hill can be a magnet for flytipping, other unused pockets of land, to
positive community use: growing,
often unsightly and unsafe.
art, BBQs, storage, space for animals
The Council’s upgrading a few, but or play, and more.
this is expensive, and rarely solves
Ed says: “Get in touch anytime about
the problems.
renovating these yards or other
Yet when residents make good use neighbourhood spaces.
of them, they’re mainly left alone by
flytippers, and can become valuable Or if you don’t need help, just talk
community spaces. At very little cost. with your neighbours, and make it
happen. Good luck!”
We’ve worked with residents over

DOG POO STINKS
Dogs are great, and most dog
owners are 100% responsible –
but can we really push towards
keeping our streets and green
spaces clear of dog poo for 2021?

harmful for our health, even making
people blind.

We can crack this. Let’s all play
our part: picking up, thanking
responsible owners, talking with
We’ve all had the annoyance of one another, sharing info, if need
be reporting irresponsible owners –
treading in dog poo.
and together, we’ll have a happier
And Ed’s son Alex (2) was surely just healthier community.
one of many local children who this
Thank you!
year had a major collision with it.
It wasn’t pretty – and it can be hugely

GROWING FOR GOLD
Our work supporting local people
to develop edible community
gardening continues – and we’re
pleased that, for 2021, we’ll be
working with a fantastic local
charity for residents to access
support and resources to do
more.

Hunslet’ scheme.

If you want or can offer help or advice,
and want to be part of a communityled network of local growers, get
in touch. We’re especially looking
to develop an ‘Incredible Edible

“If we all just start small, we can
build momentum, and create a big
community shift. We’ll save a ton
of money, and end up happier and
healthier too!”

Ed says: “Another upside from
lockdown was the growing number
of people getting properly into
gardening.
“Our current food system is daft,
pricey, and fragile – and we need to
start growing far more food locally.

LET’S GET BEHIND THE
CLADDING VICTIMS
A huge injustice is unfolding in work, and insurance and fire security),
bankruptcy, mental breakdown,
our community, and UK-wide.
homelessness, and worse.
After the tragic 2017 Grenfell Tower
fire, it emerged that 100s of apartment Locally and nationally, we’re helping
blocks nationally feature flammable to spread the word, and lobby for
substantial action like a national levy
cladding and major fire hazards.
on housebuilders.
The government insist these need
Ed says: “This could be any of us. We
fixing ASAP, at great cost.
urge all local residents to rally behind
But in most cases, the regular our neighbours caught in this, and
‘leaseholder’ homeowners are the heap pressure on the government to
ones legally responsible – not the properly make it right.”
developers, government regulators,
Full info available via the phenomenal
or ‘freeholding’ building owners.
Leeds Cladding Scandal and UK
Limited and flawed government Cladding Action Group.
proposals have now left residents
facing massive bills (for building

get in touch

WE ARE STANDING UP FOR
OUR AREA

ED CARLISLE

STAND WITH US AND JOIN
THE GREEN PARTY TODAY

07738 921 277
HELLO@GREENLEEDS.ORG

GREENLEEDS.ORG

@edleeds

facebook.com/edGREENleeds

Promoted by Ed Carlisle on behalf of Leeds Green Party both at 20 Harlech Ave, Beeston, Leeds LS11 7DT.
This leaflet has been printed by Scenthound Graphic Design, 2 Fern Place, Shipley, BD18 3HB
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